4 Color logo on white

Primary color palette

One color applications

Color is the primary visual device we use to build consistent recognition of backgrounds page for more details.

The logo may also be reproduced in solid black on white.

The preferred version is our four-color logo on a white background. The logo may NOT appear on dark-colored backgrounds. Please see the color applications background for more details.
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For more information, call 212-523-6454.

Winston Conference Room, 1st Floor
1000 Tenth Avenue between 58th and 59th Streets

SPONSORED BY:

FACILITATOR:

LOCATION:

TIME:

DATE:

No writing experience required.

CANCER PATIENTS AND SURVIVORS

WRITING WORKSHOP FOR

TOPIC: Heart Health in Women

SPONSORED BY:

TOPIC: Taking Care of Your Eyes as a Senior

COMMUNITY HEALTH TALK FOR SENIORS
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